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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents a conclusion and suggestion based on the

research findings and discussion presented in the previous chapter.

A. Conclusion

Based on the results of the research described in Chapter IV, it can

be concluded that there was a significant difference score of vocabulary

mastery of the students’ taught by using song from JOOX Music

Application and students’ taught by using conventional method at the

twelfth grade of SMKN 3 Boyolangu Tulungagung academic year

2020/2021. JOOX Music Application can be alternative media for

vocabulary learning, because it makes students enjoy listening to songs

and understanding the lyrics in. The media is very useful and suitable for

the students to memorize lots of new vocabulary. JOOX Music

Application is more effective, interesting and innovative than conventional

method in teaching learning vocabulary mastery. Thus, the effectiveness of

songs from JOOX Music Application is shown in the following

description:

1. Based on the statistical analysis using T-test with SPSS 16.0, the

significant value (sig-2 tailed) was 0.000 and it was smaller than 0.05

(0.00<0.05) which means that the null hypothesis was rejected and

alternative hypothesis was accepted.
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B. Suggestion

The researcher give some suggestion as follows:

1. For teachers

It was recommended for English teachers to use JOOX Music

Application as an alternative when teaching English vocabulary,

because sometimes students are confused about understanding and feel

bored with monotonous method of learning vocabulary. JOOX Music

Application can be used as an alternative media to teach vocabulary

mastery because it attracts and makes it easier for students to learn and

memorize new vocabularies.

2. For other researchers

In this study, the researcher used songs from JOOX Music Application

to examine students’ vocabulary mastery, although this study was not

perfect yet. Therefore, the researcher suggest further researchers to

develop research using JOOX Music Application. For the next

researchers can used JOOX Music Application to teach other skills or

subjects.


